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Abstract
A necessary and sufficient condition for the identification of dominated terms 

in a general knapsack problem is derived. By general we mean a knapsack problem 
which is unbounded, equality constrained and which has a parametric right hand 
side. The given condition yields published results in the literature. A report on 
computational experiments for large scale knapsack problems, demonstrating the 
effectiveness of this approach, is included.

1 In troduction

A knapsack problem (KP) is a NP-hard and basic problem in Integer Programming 
(IP) (see Martello and Toth [3]). We have

D efinition 1 . The general knapsack problem (called KP(1)) is defined in the 
form:

F(b) =  max ^  CjXj 
jeN

subject to ajXj =  6, ( 1 -1 )
jeN

Xj >  0 integer, Vj E N ,

where { aj} are given positive integers, {c^} are given arbitrary integers, b is a non
negative integer parameter, j  E N  =  { 1 , 2 , ...,n} with n > 2 .

If {cj}  (j  E N \{n })  are given positive integers, c„ =  0 and an =  1, then the 
problem is an ordinary KP  (called KP(2)). By a given KP  we mean the KP with 
a fixed b =  b0. For a given KP(2), some results and algorithms can be seen in [3]. 
For a given KP(1), an algorithm has been obtained by Yanasse and Soma [6]. It



is a significant work that a lot of redundant terms of the problem are eliminated 
prior to starting a solution method. For KP(2), an identifying criterion and an 
eliminating procedure on dominated item types are given by [3]. Further work on 
dominance relations for KP(2) has been done by Dudziriski [2], and by Pisinger [5]. 
A similar result to [3] is provided by Babayev and Mardanov [1], and that result is 
extended for the multidimensional KP and Mixed IP problems in [1 ].

In this paper, we are interested in discussing how to identify and eliminate 
dominated terms in KP. A necessary and sufficient condition on identification of 
dominated terms is provided. Several identifying criteria are set up, and Theorem 
3.2 in [3] can be considered as a special case of our basic result. Computational 
experiments for large scale problems are reported.

2 T he M ain R esu lts

The KP(1) is in general harder than KP(2) since in KP(1 ) there may not exist any 
feasible solution for some values of b. For a given KP(1 ), we call term with index 
k G N  (term k for short) the redundant term if the optimal solution value F(b0) 
(if it exists) does not change when k is removed from N. For a redundant term k , 
we can fix Xk =  0 in the original problem. In KP(1 ), there may exist some terms 
that can be removed for all nonnegative integer values of the parameter b without 
altering the optimal solution value F(b) (if it exists). Our aim is to identify and 
try to eliminate this kind of the redundant term. We first give two definitions and 
a basic result.

Definition 2 . A positive integer a* has a representation by the positive inte
gers {cij} (j G N \{ k } )  if there exist nonnegative integers { lj} ,  such that a* =  
£jejv\{fc} b  aj-

D efinition 3. In K P(1), term k is dominated if the optimal solution value F(b) 
(if it exists) does not change when k is removed from N.

Theorem  1 . In K P(1), term k is dominated if and only if there exist nonnega
tive integers {lj} , such that

ak — ^2 b a3> and ck <  £  b ci- (2-1)
j e N \ { k }  j € N \ { k }

Proof. (4=) If a feasible solution to KP(1) has the form: Xj =  hj (Vj G N \{k } ) ,  
and Xk =  hk > 1 , then there exists a new feasible solution that has the form: 
Xj =  hj -f b^k (Vj G N \{k } ) ,  and Xk =  0. We have

S  ci hi  +  cib  =  +  b hk) +  c*°-
j e N \ { k )  jeN\{k> j e N \ { k }



(=>•) Let term k be dominated, and k be eliminated from N  in KP(1). Suppose 
a* has no any representation by other {aj}. When b =  a*, -F(ajt) does not exist in 
the new KP(1 ). However in the original KP, F(ak) = c*, this contradicts Definition
3. Therefore, a* has at least one representation by other {aj}. Now suppose 
that for this term k it is the case that if a* =  Y!,jeN\{k} ljaj with integers lj >  0 
(Vj £ N \{k } ) ,  it is always true that c* > ZljG7V\{jfe} hcj- When b =  a*, in the new 
KP

F(ak) =  max £  h ci  =  12 l'jci-
i£N\{k)  i iN \ {k }

However in the original KP, F(ak) =  c* > J2jeN\{k} l jcj> so we arrive at a contra
diction. Therefore, condition (2.1) is satisfied. □

The significance of Theorem 1 is that all of the dominated terms in KP(1) are 
identified. Below, several concrete identifying criteria are set up based on Theorem
1 to try to eliminate these dominated terms. We first have

Theorem  2 . In KP(2), if there are two distinct terms j  and k ( j,k  £ N \ { n } )  
such that

[ak/a j\c j > ck, (2.2)

then term k is dominated.

Proof. In KP(2), an =  1  and c„ =  0. There always exists a nonnegative integer 
Tj < aj satisfying a*= [a*/ajjaj -f 7*jan. By condition (2.2), c* <  [a*/aj jcj +  Tj cn- 
Thus term k is dominated by Theorem 1 (lj =  [a*/ajj, ln =  Tj, and /,• =  0 
otherwise). □

Since in KP(2) an =  1  and Cn =  0, using Theorem 1  it is also easy to obtain 
the following property: term n is dominated in KP(2) if and only if there exists at 
least one j  £ N \{n }  such that aj =  1 .

Theorem 2 above can be regarded as Theorem 3.2 in [3]. The 0 (n 2) eliminating 
procedure for dominated terms satisfying condition (2.2) (see Corollary 3.1 in [3]) 
is an important part of the algorithm of [3] for solving a large scale KP(2). In
[2], it is shown that the dominance relation (2 .2) is a partial order leading to more 
efficient eliminating procedures for KP(2). In [5], using condition (2.2) (Definition
2 in [5]) a faster reduction method for KP(2) is discussed by sorting according to 
nondecreasing weights {aj}j€jy\{n}. Note that by Theorem 1 , a„ =  1  and Cn =  0, it 
is easy to yield an identifying criterion (Definition 1 in [5]) for KP(2) given by [5].

In addition, Theorem 2 can not be directly used or generalized to eliminate 
general dominated terms in KP(1 ). Although the constraint equation in KP(1) can 
be equivalently transformed into two inequalities:

Thus the new solution is at least as good as the old one.
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using Theorem 3 in [1 ], in which Theorem 3 is am extended result from Theorem 1 
of [1 ] (this Theorem 1  is similar to Theorem 3.2 in [3] or Theorem 2 above), only 
term k that satisfies [a* /aiJci ^ c* la* /aiJ =  afc/ai ak =  h aj> where 
integer lj >  0) can be identified as a dominated term in KP(1), where j,  k £ iV, and 
j  ^  k. In fact, this kind of dominated term is easy to be identified by our Theorem
1. Using Theorem 1 , a new criterion for KP(2) is derived:

Theorem  3. In KP(2), if there are three distinct terms i, j  and k ( i , j ,k  6 
■AT\{n} ) such that

[(a* -  [a*/aj \ aj ) / a»Jc% +  |_a* /aj J ci ^  c*> (2 -3 )

then term k is dominated.

Proof. From the Proof of Theorem 2 we know ak =  [ak/aj\aj +  rj, where
0 < rj =  ak -  [ak/a j\a j . There always exists an integer r[ satisfying 0 < ri < 
such that rj =  [•rj/a^ai  +  r{an. Hence a* =  [ak/ajjaj -f Lri / ad a»' +  rian- Letting 
lj =  |_afc/aiJ> h — Lri / a*Jj ^  =  ri anc  ̂ = 0 otherwise, by condition (2.3) and 
Theorem 1, term k is dominated. □

From Theorem 3, a corresponding 0(m 3) eliminating procedure is easily ob
tained, where m  is the number of variables of an original KP(2) or an equivalent 
KP(2) that is obtained by first applying Theorem 2 to the original KP(2). Theorem
3 can be further developed into the criterion including more terms.

In the following we give some identifying results for KP(1). First we provide the 
formulas which can be proved by the induction method:

G eneral Inequalities. Let {c^} be real, {a;} be positive, {Zi} be nonnegative 
with at least one U > 0, i E {1, with m  > 2. Then the following inequalities
hold:

min { —} <  < m a x H .  (2.4)
E lC iC m te l<i<m La J

In KP(1 ) assume that
Ci/fli = max{ Cj/aj}, (2.5)

and if ci/a^ =  Ci/ai then a\ <  a; (i 6 N \{1}) .  This kind of KP(1) is called 
KP(1  ). When ai =  1 , KP(1  ) obviously has the optimal solution: x\ =  b, and 
Xj =  0 otherwise with F(b) =  ĉ b. Therefore, we always assume â  > 1 in KP(1 ). 
If there exists k £ iV \{l}  such that Ci/a\ =  Ck/dk and a\ =  a*, it is reasonable to 
always assume term k is dominated and is eliminated in KP(1 ). Using (2.4) we 
have proved the following property:

A Property o f K P ( 1 ,)> In KP[ 1*) in which if ci/a\  =  ĉ /â  then a\ < ai is set 
fo r i  £ N \{1 } ,  term 1 is undominated.
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Theorem  4. In KP(1), if there are two distinct terms j  and k (j, k £ N \ { 1})  
such that

aj =  ak (mod d ) ,  aj < ak, and pj <  pk\ (2 .6)

or ak =  0 (mod d ) ,  (2-7)

where a\ (>  1 ) satisfies Ci/ai =  maXj€;v{cj/aj}, andpi =  Cia; — Ciai (Vi £ N \ { 1 }J, 
then term k is dominated.

Proof. By condition (2.6), we have a* =  Ziai +  aj, where integer Zi > 0. Since 
Pj < pjt, we have c\aj — Cja\ < Cia* — Cfcai= Ci(/iai +  aj) — c*ai. Thus c* < ZlCi +  Cj. 
Hence term k is dominated using Theorem 1  (/j =  1 ). By condition (2.7), we have 
ak =  Ziai, where integer Zx > 0. Since Ci/ai >  c^/a* =  Ck/hai, Ck <  ZiCi. Hence 
term A; is dominated. □

The use of a congruence modulo ai is linked with solving the group knapsack 
problem ( GKP), which is a relaxation problem of KP, in which pt- can be considered 
as the coefficient of X{ in the objective function of the GKP. See for example, 
Nemhauser and Wolsey [4] for KP(2), and Zhu [7] for KP(1 ). Using Theorem 4, an 
0 (n 2) eliminating procedure for KP(1 ) is easily devised. Note that if using KP(1 ) 
in place of KP(1 ) in the Theorem, more dominated terms may be eliminated since 
term 1  in KP(1 ) always is an undominated term. In addition, Theorem 4 can be 
applied to the KP(2), and can easily be extended to the following criterion:

Corollary. In KP(1), if there are two distinct terms j  and k ( j , k £ N \ { r })  
such that

caj — ak (mod a^), caj < ak, and cqj <  qk; (2 .8)

or a* =  0 (mod ar), and 0 < qk, (2.9)

where c is a given positive integer, given r £ N such that aT > 1 , and — Crai ĉ â  
( i i  £ N \ { r }), then term k is dominated.

The Proof of the Corollary is similar to the Proof of Theorem 4, so is omitted. 
Like Theorem 3 the Corollary is easily developed into the criterion including more 
terms of KP(1 ).

Exam ple 1 . Consider a KP(2 ):

F{b) =  max l l x 1 +  22x2 +  6z3 +  15x4 +  35® 5 +  3z6

subject to 4xi -f 9x2 +  3aj3 + 6x4 +  15ib + 2x6 -f xi — by 

Xj >  0 integer, Vj £ N, 

where Ci/ai > Cj/aj (Vj £ iV'\{l}), and b is a nonnegative integer parameter.

Using Theorem 3 or 4, it follows that terms 2 and 5 are dominated. Thus terms
2 and 5 can be eliminated from the problem before using a solution method. If we 
apply Theorem 2 to this example, only term 2 is identified as being dominated.



Exam ple 2 . Consider a KP(1 ):

F (6) =  max 49a?i +  1 1 x2 +  22z3 +  62:4 +  15x5 +  35z6 +  Zx7

subject to 16xi +  4x2 +  9aj3 -|- 3x4 -f 6®b +  15x6 +  2x7 =  6,

Xj >  0 integer, \/j E N , 

where Ci/ai > Cj/dj (Vjr* E iV \{l}), and b is a nonnegative integer parameter.

In the equality constrained problem ( i^ l)  does not exist), Theorem 2 and 3 can 
not be applied, and Theorem 4 is invalid. Letting c =  1  and choosing r =  2 (or 3 
or 5), term 6 is identified being dominated using the above Corollary.

Note that before using the eliminating result for a given KP(1 ), it does not 
require to know whether F(b0) exists since the original problem is equivalent to the 
new problem obtained by using the eliminating result.

In the following, we add a condition to KP(1 ) by assuming

c i/a i >  c2/a 2 >  ... >  Cn/an. (2.10)

This kind of KP(1) is called KP(l" ). Using Theorem 1 and formulas (2.4), we have

Theorem  5. In KP(l"), if  a* (fc E 7V\{1}) has a representation by ai, ..., ak- 1 , 
then term k is dominated.

Proof. Let a* =  £ 1  <,-<*-! h aj> w^ere { '̂} are nonnegative integers. We have

ak Qk—l * 0>j 2̂ 1<j<k—1 ®k

Hence we have c* <  Y,i<j<k-i ljcj- ®y Theorem 1, term k is dominated. □

Theorem 1  is easily generalized for a mixed integer KP.

Theorem  6 . In a mixed integer KP, where the form looks like K P (1)  but given
aj  > 0, given Cj real, ( i j  E N), parameter b >  0, integer Xj1 >  0 ( i j \  E Ni =
{ l,... ,p } j , and real x^ >  0 (V72 E N 2 =  {p+1, • ••> **},), term k  E N\ is dominated if 
and only if there exist integer lj1 >  0 (Vji E N i\{k } ) ,  and real l^ > 0 (Vj2 E N2), 
such that

ak =  2  h ajy and ck < 2  h cj ’ (2.11)
jeN\{k) jeN\{k}

The Proof of the Theorem is similar to the Proof of the Theorem 1 , so is omitted. 
Based on Theorem 6, the effective identifying criteria and efficient computational 
procedures can be developed. Note that in the special case p =  n, Theorem 6 can 
be considered as Theorem 1 . l i p  =  0, it is easy to prove by aj =  (aj/ai)ai and Cj <



(aj/ai)ci, Wj G N \ {  1}, that except for term 1, (assuming Ci/ai =  maXjĜ {cj/aj}), 
all terms can be regarded as being dominated. Therefore, this kind of KP, that is 
a simple Linear Programming problem, has the optimal solution: x\ =  fc/ai, and 
Xj =  0 otherwise with F(b) = Cib/ai.

3 C om putational E xperim ents

In this Section we analyze the experimental results by only using Theorem 2 ( TH2) 
and Theorem 4 ( TH4) of this paper to identify dominated terms of KP. Three 
types of test problems are discussed: first is KP(1), second KP(2), and finally the 
(unbounded) subset-sum problem (SSP) sometimes called the value independent 
problem, see [3] or [4]. A SSP can be considered as a completely correlated KP(2): 
Cj =  a j , where ai <  aj is assumed, \fj G N \{n } .

For KP(1), we consider the data set {(Cj, aj)} jex  that the data satisfies condi
tion (2.5), where original Cj uniformly random in [1, 1000], and original aj uniformly 
random in [10, 1000].

For KP(2), we consider the data set {(cj, Gj)}je.w U{(0j l)}j=n+i, where the 
set {(cj, aj)}j€^ is the same in the above KP(1).

For SSP, we consider the data set {(a*-, aj)}ieivU{(0> l)}J=n+i, where we let
a^= ai =minjeN & j}, a[ — ait a'■ =  aj (Vj G N \{1 , i}), and {a,j}j£N comes from 
the data set {(cj, aj)}j€^ of the above KP(1).

The results are presented in the Table below. For each type of testing prob
lem and value of n, the Table reports the mean number of possibly undominated 
terms (that include in term n -f 1 for KP(2) and SSP), computed over 10 prob
lems using TH2 and TH4 respectively. Note that according to the chosen data 
(aj G [10, 1000], Vjf G N) and discussion in Section 2, term n +  1 (cn+i =  0, and 
an+1 =  1) always is an undominated term for KP(2) and SSP. Thus from theoretical 
point of view (i.e., analyzing by applying the trivial criterion: in a KP if aj =  a*, 
and Cj > Ck, j  /  fc, then term k is dominated), except term n -f 1 there are at most 
min{n, 991} undominated terms in every testing problem.

T able
TH2 TH4

n KP(1) KP(2) SSP KP(1) KP(2) SSP
500 - 3.1 168.8 12.6 12.6 11.4

1000 - 4.0 189.6 14.7 14.7 11.3
2000 - 4.0 182.0 11.2 11.1 11.1
5000 - 3.9 176.7 10.5 10.9 10.9

10000 - 4.6 176.0 10.3 10.8 11.0



The computational results show that the number of possibly undominated terms 
in testing problems after using TH2 or TH4 is very small, and the identifying effect 
of the Theorems is different to a same type problem.

TH2 works for KP(2) better than TH4 (some experimental results can also be 
seen in [2], [3] and [5]), but can not handle KP(1) directly. For testing problems of 
the SSP type, the number of possible undominated terms after using TH2 is over 
14 times than using TH4. The effectiveness of TH2 is sensitive to the relationship 
between Cj and a,j of the problem (see also [2], [3] and [5]), increasing the correlation 
relation weakens the effectiveness of the criterion, i.e., increases the number of 
possible undominated terms.

Using TH4 with KP(1) and KP(2) respectively, the numbers of possible undom
inated terms of both problems are small. Increasing the number n of variables of 
KP(1) can increase the number of dominated terms that are eliminated. When 
n =  10000, the average 99.89% of variables in KP(1) can be fixed at zero before us
ing any of the known KP algorithms. Since the modular arithmetic method is used, 
the effectiveness of TH4 depends on the sizes of a\ and n in a problem: the smaller 
ai and larger n, especially â  <C n, the more dominated terms can be eliminated.
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